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Nayacesen Industrials

Nayacesen Industrials (NI) is a subsidiary of the Tamahagane Corporation, and is headquartered on
Yamatai (Planet).

About Nayacesen Industrials

The goal of the company is to mine for resources to be sold to clients but to also develop technology that
favors the industrial and mining sector, which is often overlooked during both war and peacetime. It
maintains a contract to utilize the facilities of Geshrinari Shipyards for constructing both current and
future starships.

NI is a not a military contractor, but rather a civilian company - even though there is likely to be a
military-styled ship that may come from the companies Research and Development laboratories. The
company employs a small number of people, and employment in the company requires a strict
background check since the company handles important mining operations and does not want to risk
operations being leaked to competitors or pirate organizations.

History

Established in the middle of YE 33, Nayacesen Industrials was created by Takeyu Nayacesen as a way to
fullfil his fathers wish and his own.

Below are major events which occurred in their first two years of operation.
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YE 33

August 22nd - Nayacesen Industrials opens for business, sets up headquarters in Kyoto, buys land
outside for warehouses and research and development labs
August 28th - Warehouses set up, RnD labs construction suffers a minor incident.
September 5th - Research and Development labs open, people who are experienced in starship
design are hired.
September 8th - Aseron Fleet assembled, comprised of the Kozan, Mishen, and Yugami. Sets off for
its first mining operation as a company
September 15th - Aseron Fleet returns, offloads, and heads back out.
October 10th - Aseron Fleet is returning from another successful operation when word reaches
them that Yamatai is under attack, fleet is sent into hiding to ensure the ships don't get caught in
the battle.
October 30th - Aseron Fleet continues some of its operations, stowing away materials on another
planet away from Yamatai

YE 34

January 2nd - Aseron Fleet returns to safe port and drops off harvested minerals, takes one week to
accomplish due to a build up in stockpile
January 9th - Company uses funds from stockpiled selling to purchase factories related to refinning
and construction.
January 14th - New ships are constructed and added to Aseron's fleet

Corporate Stats
Company Statistics
Established YE 33
Employees 9201)

Notable Company Employees

Takeyu Nayacesen, Takeyu is listed as missing.

Mason Petryia, has been offered to remain vice-president of the company. A decision has not been made
at this time.

Current Products

Yimeya Light Mining Ship
Ni-Y2-1A Hydra Class Agricultural Ship
Ni-Y1-M3301 - Refining Module
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Ni-Y1-M3302 - Mining Module
Ni-Y1-M3303 - Cargo Module
Ni-Y1-M3304 - Power Module
Ni-Y1-M3305 - Defense Module
Ni-Y1-W3300 - Anti-Ship Turrets

Current Projects

The Cirnama Heavy Frieghter - Project currently on indefinite hold.

Facilities

Mineral storage warehouse - Kyoto, outskirts.
Secondary Mineral Storage Warehouse - Kyoto, outskirts.

Research and Development Facility - Kyoto, outskirts.
Refinery - Kyoto, outskirts. Completed Construction December 22nd.
Construction Factory - Kyoto, outskirts, location right beside Refinary.

Finances
Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
100000 KS 100000 Loan
85000 KS 15000 Purchase of warehouse and facilities
585,000 KS 500,000 Purchase of 50% stock by Tamahagane Corporation
642,000 KS 57,500 Selling of harvested materials
723,000 KS 81,000 Selling of harvested materials
700,000 KS 20000 Buying of materials and permit for mineral refinery

1,293,000 KS 563,000 Selling of harvested
materials

1,093,000 KS 200,000 Buying of materials and permit needed for factories
2,122,000 KS 1,029,000 Accumulation of over eight months
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